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Fedeltà (Fidelity)

Riverenza
Cadenza
Passo
Ripresa
Scambiate
Seguito ordinario
Seguito semidoppio
Seguito spezzato
Trabuchetto

Part One
Couples, all facing in a wheel, alternating Men and 
Women, no hands held:1

4 1 Riverenza
In a Wheel:

8 4 Seguiti spezzati
2 2 Passi
2 1 Cadenza L

Part Two
In a Wheel:

12 6 Seguiti spezzati
2 2 Passi
2 1 Cadenza L

Ritornello
Men:

2 1 Seguito ordinario L, turning to L in own circle
2 1 Cadenza R

Women:
2 1 Seguito ordinario L, turning to L in own circle
2 1 Cadenza R



Il Ballarino: Cascarde

Fedeltà (continued)

Part Three
Men clasp the R hand of the Woman who stands to 
their R & Together: 3

8 2 Seguiti semidoppii, 1 changing places then 1 returning 
All facing in a wheel: 2

2 2 Riprese to L
2 2 Trabuchetti
2 1 Seguito spezzato, turning to L in own circle
2 1 Cadenza

Part Four
Men clasp the L hands of the Women:3

8 2 Seguiti semidoppii, 1 changing places then 1 returning
All facing in a wheel: 2

2 2 Riprese
2 2 Trabuchetti
2 1 Seguito spezzato, turning in own circle
2 1 Cadenza

Part Five
All Process Together:4

8 2 Seguiti semidoppii, 1 to L then 1 to R
2 2 Passi forward
2 1 Cadenza
2 2 Passi behind
2 1 Cadenza

Part Six
4 2 Scambiate, 1 to L then 1 to R
2 2 Riprese to L
2 2 Trabuchetti LR
2 1 Seguito spezzato, turning to L in own circle
2 1 Cadenza
4 1 Riverenza
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1 The original choreography does not indicate how many dancers should participate, but 
begins with “the people stand facing” and refers to “the men” and “the women” instead 
of “the man” and “the woman.”  Therefore, the Fedeltà appears to have been written for 
any number of couples to participate in together.  Additionally, the third and fourth parts 
require men and women to dance with each other.  As a result, the opening instruction 
may be interpreted as one wheel, alternating men and women, or two wheels with one 
gender making up each circle.  However, it more likely that Caroso intended for one large 
wheel, because the instructions do not indicate specific positions for the dancers, as 
Caroso often does. 
2 The original choreography directs the dancers to face, but not whom to face.  If the 
partners remain facing, this requires one to dance into the wheel and one out, with no 
return.  As a result, this has been rewritten to indicate that all should face in a wheel 
again.
3 In part two, the original choreography says “the Men clasp the right hands of the 
Women who stand to the right,” and part three says only “the Men clasp the left hands.”  
This does not indicate whose hand to clasp, but seems to infer that they dance with the 
same partner.  
4 The original choreography says only “Process all together.”  While this instruction is 
usually given for processing toward one end of the hall, no instruction is given to adjust 
the dancers from the circle to the procession.  In this case, it seems to indicate that the 
dancers should return to dancing in a wheel.


